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Abstract
Agricultural commerce in South Sulawesi Province, especially the products, is mostly operated in form of informal relation between commerce practitioners. Due to imperfect condition in the market, social capital thrives and becomes bread and butter in operating entire market system. This article belongs to social system analysis on agricultural product commerce in South Sulawesi as an effort to comprehend the condition constituting background of the operating market system. Writing contents are fetched from previous studies on commerce of various agricultural product commodities as well trader behavior.
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Introduction
Compared to agricultural activity, commerce activity is a place where humans are making interaction intensively and broadly. Public participation in world market system has gone on for years, and it turns to be more crowded during the Dutch colonialism. For example, some data record export of coffee from Indonesia reaches 7% of world coffee export, natural rubber reaches 38%, coconut oil reaches 39% and lead reaches 18% in 1937.

Studies all this time concern on agricultural products commerce and mostly, they focus on “goods bought and sold in business”, but the trader. Study on agricultural commerce which is observed based on economics point of view usually uncovers marketing chain structure and formation, price and its fluctuation, cost and profit margin, market integration, market efficiency, marketing effectiveness, cost transmission, and so forth. Men operating the activities get rare attention as the special object of the study; those men are trader, transportation company, driver and harbor porter, porter in market, manual worker, weighman, stall owner or others.

As it exists in general social relations which always involve social capital, commerce practitioner also exist [1]. It states that in this modern era when free trade and free migration take place, both freedom need social capital. Agree with [1,2] states that recently, social capital becomes interesting topic discussed and analyzed by people. World Bank states that social capital has significant effect on development process [3]. Development process can be achieved easily with low budget if social capital is available in great quantity [4,5].

According to [6], social capital will have economic value if it can assist individual and group, for example to access financial resources, to discover information, to find a job, to open up business, and to minimize transaction cost. In fact, social network, as a part of social capital, will not be enough because it is incapable of creating required physical capital and financial capital.

This article aims to comprehend trader closely along with factors affecting their behavior in trading, especially in point of view about form, level, and problem of social capital they own. Social capital shall be understood well since social capital is capable of diminishing imperfection of market institution that is commonly found in agricultural product commerce in South Sulawesi.

Furthermore, to frame space syntax research in ‘complexity’ theory seems apposite, since that is where many of the central concepts in space syntax can be given their most powerful definitions, e.g. ‘modelling’, ‘self-organisation’, and ‘emergence’. The general approach in space syntax to model cities as spatial systems with social properties and meanings embedded in their configurative structure. This gives rise to emergent patterns that resemble patterns in a similar vein to studies that rely on the concepts associated with ‘complexity’. We believe relating the theoretical foundation of space syntax research to general ‘complexity theory’ is an exciting and useful challenge.

Such an approach would give space syntax a solid theoretical framework and give professionals useful translations of academic knowledge about ‘complexity’ that can be applied to the practical problems inherent in cities. In this paper, we want to contribute to such a development through a discussion of one of the most central concepts in space syntax research, ‘co-presence’. We also believe the concept of ‘copresence’ could be applicable for the general understanding of ‘complexity theory.

Structure of Commerce Practitioner
Practitioner in commerce involves not only “trader” in term of people who sell and spend money for goods and resell them in some other changes to gain profit. Other than trader, system of commerce also involves worker who assist the trader, transportation company, service provider for weighing, loading and discharging, etc. In one commerce network, commonly, there are many traders involved therein, including collector in village and sub-district level, collector in broader zone level or interregional trader, interisland wholesaler even exporter. In market area, goods will pass from one owner to the other more than once. The goods can be exchanged from interregional merchant to wholesaler, and have an end in retailer.
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In analyzing relationship of structure of commerce, it usually starts from “trader” who becomes wholesaler or commerce practitioner in interregional, interisland level, even exporter. Merchants who supply the goods to “trader” is called supplier; this category can be commissioner, broker, or agent [7]. Traders receiving the goods from the “trader” operating in market area are called client, retailer and distributor; example of this category is hawkers who have kiosk in central market.

Difference between trader and agent is that trader encloses his own capital in transaction, while agent employs capital of other person, i.e. capital from the next trader (closer to consumer) in the market chain. It is not only that commissioner never encloses his own capital or set price of the goods, but also the fact that he does not spend any money to purchase. Common trader has more significant role in market chain, even the number of this intermediaries in one market chain system is small. This type of trader has authority on purchase and market price determination. Different from the other types of trader, this trader type has opportunity to suffer direct financial loss.

**Economic Value of Social Capital**

The word of “social” in “social capital” phrase means human relationship, and it does not imply non-economic meaning as attached to “social organization” or “social aid”. In the other word, social capital means the capital used in economic activity just the same as financial capital and natural resources.

The study conducted by [2] in Yogyakarta found that social capital in form of network across home town has opened social network that exists and functions to acquire informal financial aid and loan when formal aid from the government is so limited. The social capital they own has created economic value for them. This condition is relevant with the findings of [8] that the poorest member of society who does not have access to microcredit facility utilizes social networks as an important element to fulfill his financing.

Social capital is also capable of creating partnership, as one of idealized relations in economic activity. The study of [9] found that social capital has role starting from initial stage of activity in community level, small business production from community to village organization until collaborative management and collaborative network maintenance. It is true that this process can be success due to the presence of outside party as facilitator, but the social capital existing amongst people has significant role to shape opinion similarities between stakeholders.

Network becomes the means to form synergy between society and the government. In principles of equivalence, informality and participatory in commitment establishment, problems relating to management in community-based business partnership can be handled in synergistically. Therefore, main pillar to make small business partnership development and economic region work synergistically is by setting up community-based social business. The implication is that management in collaborative partnership development needs moral solidarity of all parties constituting indicator of the social capital arising amongst people.

In modern economic system, enterprises operating stock exchange for example [10], found that intellectual capital possessed by manufacturer which has gone public in Jakarta Stock Exchange (Bursa Efek Jakarta or BEJ) does not contribute significantly to company’s performance. Conversely, it is social capital which affects positively company’s performance. Sulastri also found that environmental condition, especially economic environment, also takes part in determining social capital effect on company’s performance. Company’s lifetime also affects positively and significantly social capital formation. Over time, company can improve and maintain the network with stakeholder for mutual trust. Therefore, company shall make an effort to strengthen social capital capacity in internal and external levels in purpose to protect the company from economic environment.

A study in China reports that family spirit becomes the basis of social capital formation that establishes trust in society. To face fast changes in industrial economy, role of practitioner in institution is important matter for the existing social capital sustainability.

The study of [11] in Africa proves that to face agricultural market policy reform, where transactional cost may increase due to individual trader, role of intermediary trader becomes more important, including the network and social capital. Study of Fachamps also found that the asset possessed by a trader including financial asset, physical asset, human resource and social capital, affects commercialism of the traders.

Study of [12] with 1579 respondents from trader which is analyzed by economic modeling proves that social capital affects two forms of economic exchange, i.e. trust and emotion arising in the group or network. Profit made in this relationship is gained directly by individual or company by making the acquaintance of other party through the network or customer. Social capital can reduce the cost for goods, improve diffusion of innovation, and reduce the risk.

This condition affirms other findings of [11] that cash advance from trader to farmer, 1-2 weeks before harvest time, is not simply aid only for farmer who needs cash, but it will guarantee the goods farmer have. In his study, social capital is measured based on the number and kind of relations employed by agricultural product trader for his business aims.

**Social Capital in Economic System**

In principle, commerce refers to every activity or a number of activities to sell or purchase goods, including offering to sell goods to gain financial return. Asset and business behavior are also affected by presence of formal market institution like business regulatory law and regulation, investigative service, association of commerce and information system. Collective asset along with transport infrastructure, communication and warehousing service directly create trader behavior in business.

According to the report published by World Bank (2006), there is concrete evidence that commerce at macro level is affected by social capital. Regardless of the fact that social capital generally exists in microeconomic activity, it has implications on commerce, migration, economic reform and regional integration. Therefore, social capital can be used as identification to assess economic performance [13]. At macro level, the indicator is trust, while social capital becomes the foundation of economic development [14].

Social capital exists in both economic system, modern and traditional. Traditional economic system, in general, has “market” characteristic marked by traditional market transaction. Traditional market has to be explored broader; first, as a place where we can purchase goods and services, and second, as a place where collective agreement is made to operate economy. This kind of market is a part of socio-culture which has firmly rooted in society. In Indonesia, socio-
economic culture has been established for years in form of ‘traditional market economic’ system which does not change a lot [15].

During the economic crisis we face in the end 20th century, traditional market economy keep standing firm. This is evidence that during the crisis, society was capable of looking for social capital strength root from traditional market economy. Traditional market can hold out because of the social capital existing amongst practitioner.

In economic globalization we live within and face, traditional market economy still becomes mainstay of our economic system. The traditional market system-based economic resistance shall be integrated with modern economy. Social capital living within society shall be transformed to make it a new strength for modern economy.

Some principal traits of traditional economy are informality, small business size and women’s participation. Women are business actresses in traditional or informal sector. According to [16], women’s participation in commerce, especially small scale business, is caused by narrowing farmland in rural area that set women aside from agricultural activity dominated by men. Considering irregular agricultural activity year around, women work in non-agriculture to add household finances, become a trader in market for example.

In this context, women who were object of economic are changing into be active subject of economy. It is a sort of women’s existence reformulation since women’s existence is always pushed aside in social system. However, trade sector constitutes power domain that give women spaces to perform social mobilization. At least, they have a chance to leave zone dominated by men, i.e. house and agriculture.

According to [2], social capital gives economic benefits to actor in urban informal economic activity. Regarding informal social network, social capital also determines the process of being trader, including the place where trading will be held. Experience of being trader is an important factor on why someone makes decision to start up business, including causes of resignation from previous job.

It states that in daily life, social capital refers to one of resources or capital used by individual as a strategy to solve daily life problems. When the job does not give them sufficient income, people are looking for part time job which is generally determined by social capital they own, i.e. membership in individual social network [17].

The study of [12] has conclusion that accumulation of social capital is proven having concrete role in business. Assessment of social capital represents significant raising added value over means ownership, labor capital, human capital and management skill. Two important factors in developing social capital are on number of trader known by individual and number of people who are ready to help when problem raises. Besides, non-family relationship is proven to have contribution compared to family ties.

Social Capital in Agricultural Product Commerce System

Agricultural product commerce is generally found in imperfect market. Imperfection is indicated by structural and cultural weakness of market institution, inefficient and huge transaction cost, and incomplete and imbalance information structure. Facing up current condition, social capital is more important.

Key success factors in trading, according to traders, are reputation and relations. Both factors are more important than access to capital, ownership of credit guarantee, position in commerce structure and access to transportation and communication. Reputation and relations are two main components in social capital. Reputation is built on trust granted by other party to us, while relation is an institution where interaction takes place.

Adequate relation in quantity and quality can give double benefits. It found that trader makes the use of network and social capital to handle three important problems faced in imperfect market; this condition is commonly found in developing countries [11].

Weak market institution can be seen in three factors: capital, trade contract and insurance. It is broadly known that credit use among traders is too low that help their activity a little. Different from farmers who have many credit schemes provided by the government, trader does not have these options. Trader can access general credit scheme though, but minimum loan security still becomes their obstacle. In this condition, social capital can help trader to access informal credit. It agrees that causal factors of underdeveloped traditional market are minimum support capacity for traditional traders in term of lack of planning strategy, and limited capital access due to insufficient collateral value [18].

Trader usually gets capital from other trader when at the same time, it means trader’s self acceptance in the commerce system. Complex and branching credit balance network is one of mechanisms that ties all types of traders, wholesaler and small trader together, and it also becomes integrative factor in the market [19].

Wholesaler lends credit to small trader, or in other word, small trader owes wholesaler. This kind of debt does not aim to get the capital only, even this loan constitutes a mechanism to reach a position in the commerce network system [20]. It also found that cooperation with buyer can be gained by pricing and joint capital. And so [21] who found that financial aid between traders is main capital source for trader.

Concerning on trade contract, just the same as credit, trader rarely uses the power of contract. When traders encounter problems, only a few of them call the police, attorney or court for help. Dominant problem solving when problem arises is by asking mediator to arrange negotiation.

However, as stated by [12], common way out to solve the problem is by letting commerce goes on. End of dispute is handled by negotiation since, in principle, all traders expect relationship continuity. Relationship they had built is more valuable than the accrued charges, for example. A trader will find it hard to have new supplier if he loses one of his regular suppliers.

Concerning on cash collateral in business, agricultural commodity is known for its varied quality and risks. The greater risks are caused by various factors: bad road conditions, safety risks, weather effect, high price fluctuation and unidentified risks, for example late payment, or even with no payment, and undetectable poor quality. Due to the absence of formal institution that is capable of providing collateral for agricultural commerce, social capital has an important role for this reason.

Consequently, all traders are consolidated in one informal insurance mechanism, where wholesaler prefers holding his solidarity network to his rival small trader. A wholesaler believes that he will get some help from his family or other people in need, and so does his readiness to help people. Small trader otherwise believes his personal capacity with no assistance from outside party [12].

Social capacity obviously takes its role in any condition faced by...
market institution, weakness or failure. The roles of social capital are: 1) credit resource, when formal credit is not accessible, 2) insurance by joint risks at which the goods are not paid before they are sold, while pricing is set later on, 3) substitution when the power of contract from formal institution does not run well, or uneconomical.

Furthermore, high cost in commerce is caused by supply, demands and commerce service. High cost of supply is caused by limited supplier selection. To guarantee goods supply, a trader shall grant incentive to supplier that allow him to regularly supply the goods. Therefore, sometimes the trader pays cash the goods, or pays in advance. For a greater-scale trader, this dependence is more visible. Thus, it is known that relations established between traders and regular supplier in a long time is common pattern. This relation, in general, has stronger ties than family, religion or ethnic ties.

When a trader has close relation with supplier, he can make ordering of goods. Strong relationship with the supplier can prevent trader from loss due to poor goods quality. Trader is unable to search through the goods quality fast. Therefore, trader will refuse to take goods from supplier he does not know well.

Subscription pattern is the most suitable strategy to cope various weakness of market institution. Presumably, there is no ‘completely open’ transaction pattern at which there is no certainty in price and person who has this business agreement. Almost all traders are bond in a somewhat steady organizational structure. The trader purchasing goods can be ascertained who the person is since he is tied to the subscription. This subscription pattern is two-way relationship starting in stages from branch trader and collector trader in village to the next and final transaction between wholesaler and retailer. If it is traced from farmer to consumer, it is only a transaction between retailer and end user (consumer) which is completely open since everyone is able and has an opportunity to be the subject of transaction (consumer).

Regarding the demands, to reduce the cost, most of traders sell goods to end trader they are familiar with or regular end trader. This strategy is executed that will allow trader to get refund if the goods are unqualified. A trader will choose client as client’s capability and morality in reducing marketing cost.

Concerning on commerce service, to reduce the cost, most traders utilize same transportation service. And, this decision is better. This attitude is same as attitude treated to supplier or client since subscription relationship has had strong mutual trust. Dealing with perishable agricultural commodity and insufficient warehouse, the establishment of regular relationships upstream and downstream might be in the interest of traders, clients and suppliers alike. Infrastructure still becomes serious problem in traditional market. Worrisome condition is usually found in traditional market because most markets are not well maintained [18]. Based on various strengths offered by modern market, existence of traditional market is in danger.

Dealing with imperfect and imbalance information structure, social capital development is also capable of producing understanding among important practitioners. Concerning on weak market institution, trader are making an effort to be more efficient through supplier-client network establishment. Purposely, it can open a satisfactory path in term of mutual trust with clients and suppliers for the better contract. In this context, trader always evaluates credibility degree of his customers. Credibility can be reached by longterm relationship development where a trader seldom lend or receives loan to supplier or his downstream trader he has just known lately. It found that a trader has the courage to lend a loan if transaction has been held five to ten times. If trust has not established, trader tends to arrange direct transaction [12].

Dealing with lack of information on the trade goods, trader usually checks the quantity and quality of sort samples. Quality of goods generally depends on the place where they come from. Trader checks the quality, and appraises its price based on his assessment. Sometimes, goods checking is done by worker, but in particular condition, the trader does it.

Trader is closed for outsider, and he is inclined to be suspicious [22-24]. It report that during their research, they are less successful to approach trader respondents, while answers they utter are less valid. Closed-minded personality emerges due to traders’ habit to keep information they have. For traders, information is the most valuable resources [25].

To find out the more satisfactory goods quality, trader shall take direct observation in the location where goods are produced. It implies the importance of social capital where the trader is no need to check the goods if he has put a great trust to his colleague. Implicitly, it reduces commerce cost, or even eliminates the cost. Growth rate of commerce carried out by trader will be finite if he cannot use and build up social capital [22,24]. It concludes that the stronger trader, the broader marketing network he has, thus his market is growing.

Conclusion

The details prove that social capital is growing, and it is accumulated for years that significantly affects performance of agricultural commodities commerce system. Social capital can reduce the effect of market imperfection faced by commerce practitioner. Social capital reduces the height of transaction cost through three dimensions: 1) relationship with other trader can reduce transaction cost, 2) relationship with people will be beneficial if the trader encounters financial difficulties because business world means living in great risk, 3) relationship with family will make things efficient and reduce mistakes in examining quality of the goods.

Making social capital grow can be conducted formally by creating association of traders to cut down the impact of business, ethnic-based association for example, and facilitating well built communication and information. Establishing legal system and court to serve commerce may be disadvantageous when small traders seldom utilize this institution due to its uneconomical nature.

In order to develop social capital, the keyword is “time”. Social capital possessed by trader is increasing along with trader’s involvement in commerce. It needs sensitivity that will keep growing over times, and effort to make relationship with someone who will be ready in need when problem arises, especially financial difficulties. Implication of this conclusion is that to improve marketing, policy can intervene these four important effort: increasing trader’s asset, reducing transaction risks, promoting the better business behavior and reducing commerce cost.
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